
GOAL 1: GOAL 2:

Increase student proficiency in Reading and Writing. Increase student proficiency in Numeracy.

In analyzing FSA Depth of Knowledge (DOK) data, we noted  our improvement in each of the three areas. DOK 1 is  Recall, DOK 2 is Skills 

and Concepts and DOK 3 is Strategic Thinking. We determined we need improvement in DOK 1. Staff collected data through School Wide 

Writes, and we determined our achievement varies from grade to grade. So, we are focusing on consistency in assessment. Staff 

completed Non Fisction Reading Assessemnt (NFRA)  to give us more detail in the different assessment areas.  We want to see if there is 

allignment with our FSA DOK data.

In analyzing FSA DOK data, we noted that all DOK's need improvement. Specifically we need to focus on all strands, not just the Critical Concepts. In 

analzying our SNAAC data, we determined our problem-solving still needs to be a focus, but we had significant improvement in our crtical concepts. In 

addition, we are in conversations with PVSS and we are making changes to our LWMS program. The overall Numeracy pullout groups and Numeracy 

support for Category K students and grey area students were the focus of our changes in order to ensure our students can graduate.

READING NUMERACY
Non Fiction Reading Assesment (NFRA)- October and March, enter the data in strands Show students their data
Use problems of the week to teach how to retrieve and locate info Use a common scope and sequence for each grade level
Compare and contrast ideas stated directly in  text Grade 6  Numeracy in class only
Teach academic vocabulary lists for each grade level Grade 7/8 Numeracy pullout for Cat K students
Provide templates for student goal setting and provide structure for goal tracking Problem-solving assessment in October and March; use rubric for assessment
Share  data with students Daily math problems from Val's weekly problems to cover all strands

3 blocks of extra math supprt for grade 6/ 7; 2 blocks of extra math support for grade 8

WRITING Provide templates for student goal-setting and provide structure for tracking progress on goals

October and March School Wide Write Assessment, share  assessments with the students
Use examplars and LWMS rubric to assess School Wide Write (SWW)
Focus on conventions with DOL
Focus on form by using graphic organziers that teach parargaph and structure
Provide templates for student goal setting and provides structure for goal tracking

READING/WRITING NUMERACY
Sept. 20- Adrienne Gear- Poweerful Writing AM, Oct 22- Provincial, Nov. 12- School based, Feb 14- Regional,  May 2 -School 

based Sept. 20 and March 11-Peter Lillydale, Oct 22-Provincial

Develop templates for student goal-setting and tracking systems Nov. 12- School based, Feb 14- Regional,  May 2 -School based
Use the Circle fo Courage to anlayze LWMS Student Well-Being survey results and look at interventions Peter Lillidale district professional development
Common graphic organziers and success criteria for a variety of paragrpah structures Templates for student goal-setting and tracking systems

Develop graphic organizers to promote understanding and use of academic vocabulary Look at daily word problems and collaborate  work  with Humanities teachers to promote understanding of the content for students
Mark SWW together and use emplars to promote consistency in marking / expectations

Look for a program to teach conventions

DATA SUMMARY

Discuss why your school has chosen to focus on these particular goal areas.   Include a summary of information based on your work with the Observable Impact  tools or other data-driven dialogue tools you have used.

  Describe your school: students, FTE,  geographic location, community values, demographics, etc.

Must be specific, measurable, achievement goals that can be supported by data.

Len Wood Middle School    

CONTEXT:

LWMS is nestled in the heart of Armstrong. The City Of Armstrong is well known for its friendly people and peaceful community atmosphere. Armstrong is a farming community and  has adopted the slogan "Heart of the Country” as it is located in the heart of Spallumcheen Valley, between the 

sunny Okanagan and the peaceful Shuswap Valleys. LWMS  is home to 340 students in grades 6, 7 and 8 and is also home to 18.8 FTE  Teachers and 7 CEAS.  LWMS has 21% Indigenious students and 20% students with special designations.  LWMS is a place "where great minds meet" and 

decisions promote  student success, safety, responsibility, respect and pride. Next year, we will continue to promote student voice, staff and student wellbeing, student engagement with a focus on health,  kindness and strong academic progress! 

GOALS: 

RATIONALE

SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT PLAN (2021-22)

Provide data that illustrates your goal and areas for continued focus.  Include a summary of the data, celebrations/improvement, and areas for further growth.

Identify specific strategies and supports for both students  and staff  that will support the goals.

INSTRUCTIONAL CHALLENGE

What are students struggling  with?

In brainstorming our LWMS Extreme Learner profile, we determined that engagement is our biggest instructional challenge. Why is this  a challenge? In analyzing our student well-being data, student learning survey and MDI, we determined that sleep, nutrition, screen time, nature time and 

exercise (healthly living habits) are areas students need to focus on.  They need to be ready as well as engaged to learn. As a result, we are going to focus on "Ready to Learn" (healthy living) and  "Engaged to Learn" (What would be observed in our students and educators, and what we want to 

see educators and students consistently doing and demonstrating) by May 2022.) By focusing on the strategy of increasing student well being we hope to inrease proficiency is Reading Writing and Numeracy.

DATA SUMMARY

Identify specific learning or initiatives at the school and/or district level that will build the staff capacity in the goal areas.

STRATEGIES  AND SUPPORTS 

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING

VISION FOR OUR EDUCATORS

VISION FOR OUR STUDENTS

*Ready to Learn - in bed by 9-10 pm as a minimum, eaten from the four food groups at all meals during the last 24 hours, minimum of 60 minutes of outside time in the last 24 hours ,minimum of  30 minutes of physical excercise in the last 24 hours , giving a 0 out of 10 

rating on how they are feeling each day , track their daily activites in their Passport to Health                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

* Engaged to Learn- active listeners, making connections and asking questions, multiple attempts to solve problems, independent thinkers, organzied work space, setting goals based on their personal data, self-assessers, work is their best effort, focused on the teacher or the 

learning, sustained focus on the task at hand, co-creating rubrics and criteria to impact their learning, taking the LWMS Well-Being Survey twice a year, and analzying the TEAM results and setting goals based on their data.

*Creating posters with students to break down what  "Ready to Learn" and "Engaged to Learn"  looks like and what studnets would be doing or demonstarating* Teaching the specific skills for all poster items*Promote the Passports to Health with students *Use the Passports to Health to 

promote "Ready to Learn" *Using Advisory time to promote Healthy Living * Co-creating Rubrics and criteria with students *Emotional checkins with each student to esure they are "Ready to Learn" *Learning Intentions posted *Sharing data with students *Faciliating goal setting with students,   

* Teaching SEL *Monthly staff  luncheons *Sticky notes to eachother to recognize support or good efforts *Role modling Healthy Living and setting a personal  Well Being goal * Preparing students to take the LWMS Well-Being Survey *administering the survey twice a year and sharing the results 

with the TEAM and setting goals

FSA DOK from 2020 to  2021 show huge 
improvements in DOK 1 and 2. Continued focus 

on extracting and sighting information from text, 
comparing texts and Inference are needed as 

well as academic vocabulary focus to strengthen 

FSA DOK form 2020 and 2021 show improvement, but continued focus is needed on all   not just the 
crtitcal concepts,  and specifically in problem solving. 

Student Learning Survey shows studnets  believe  they are 
improving in reading and math, but writing is lacking 

We need more specific information 
from our reading data. Next year, we 
will break it out into specific strands.

Writing data shows conventions and 
form need to be the areas of focus.

We need to alter the survey to ask about daily outside time, daily time on devices and  daily exercise  so we can track if our plans make an improvement. Our Passports to Health will also track this information

SNAAC Problem Solving Fall and Spring , Grade 6, 7, 8 -All show improvement

Blue is non writers, Red is emerging, Yellow is developing, Green is proficient
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